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Abstract. Quantitative methods for evaluating and managing software security are becoming reliable with the ever
increasing vulnerability datasets. The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) provides a way to
quantitatively evaluate individual vulnerability. However it cannot be applied to evaluate software risk directly and
some metrics of CVSS are hard to assess. To overcome these shortcomings, this paper presents a novel method,
which combines the CVSS base score with market share and software patches, to quantitatively evaluate the software
risk. It is based on CVSS and includes three indicators: Absolute Severity Value (ASV), Relative Severity Value
(RSV) and Severity Value Variation Rate (SVVR). Experimental results indicate that by using these indicators, the
method can quantitatively describe the risk level of software systems, and thus strengthen software security.

1 Introduction
Since quite a number of software risks are caused by
vulnerabilities, it is necessary to quantitatively analyze
the vulnerabilities for an enhanced evaluation of the
software risk (or software security).
Depending on how we view systems, software security
can be measured by several possible metrics[1,2].
Through examining the number of vulnerabilities and
their discovery rates, many researchers have established
models to quantitatively analyze software security[3-5].
A limitation of their approaches is that they only consider
the relationship between the number of vulnerabilities
and time, while in the Common Vulnerability Scoring
System (CVSS) [6], the score rather than the number of
vulnerabilities can better reflect the risk level of a
software system.
Although CVSS defines a number of metrics that can
be used to characterize a single vulnerability, it cannot be
used directly to evaluate software security[7]. To
overcome this, this paper uses three indicators Absolute
Severity Value (ASV), Relative Severity Value (RSV)
and Severity Value Variation Rate (SVVR) to measure
software risk, and adopts the National Vulnerability
Database (NVD) as the data source. In addition, the
market share and software patches are considered in the
method when evaluating the software risk. The
experimental results show that the use of these three
indicators proposed in this paper is useful in alleviating
software risk caused by vulnerabilities and enhancing
security of the systems.
a

2 The metrics for measuring software
risk.
We define three indicators to depict software security.
The following are the equations and related explanations.
nt

ASV (t )   CVSS vuli (t )
i 1

(1)

where ASV (t ) refers to the sum of the CVSS base score
for all vulnerabilities in the software at time t since the
release of the software.

CVSS vuli (t ) i  1,2,..., nt
(

, where

nt

is the number of the vulnerabilities before time t)
represents the CVSS base score of vulnerabilities in the
software at time t. It is worth noting that when using ASV
to analyze the software risk, software with different
versions is considered to be different software.
RSV of software is showed in Eqs. (2)-(3).
nt

RSV (t )   (CVSS vuli (t )  Patch (t ))  MarketShare(t )
i 1

(2)

1, if there is no patch for the vulnerability at time t
Patch (t )  
0, otherwise
(3)
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where, t can be years, quarters, months, or weeks,
depending on what granularity the vulnerability analysis
needs.
Eqs. (5) - (6) are the SVAR which is used to detect the
stabilization of the SVVR.

SVAR 
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where R represents the average SVVR.
is the SVVR at different time intervals.
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3 Experiments and results.
The experiments use the vulnerability data reported in the
National Vulnerability Database, the MITRE Corporation,
and the CVE detail , covering the period 2009-2013. The
vulnerabilities is divided into 3 categories according to
their patches: vulnerabilities with official patches (e.g.
CVE-2011-2383), vulnerabilities without official patches
(e.g. CVE-2002-2435), and vulnerabilities with
advisories (e.g. CVE-2010-0555). The work focuses on
the analysis of software risk caused by vulnerabilities
without timely official patches. Therefore, the
experiments do not consider vulnerabilities with 0-day
patches in the calculation of RSV of software, because
the risk caused by vulnerabilities with 0-day patches is
greatly reduced. It is worth noting since advisories
provide a way to mitigate influences caused by
vulnerabilities, they are equally treated with the official
patches in the experiments.
Table 1 SVVR of Windows 7 and Mac OS X 10.8 from June
2013 to December 2013
Software

2013201320132013 2013 20132013 Average
SVAR
Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec SVVR A

Windows
20.6 66.4 39.4 62.3 57.4 35.6 36.2 45.41 0.3434
7
Mac OS
34.4 0 0 53.1 142.4 0 2.1 33.14 1.469
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In Eq. (2), MarketShare(t)is the market share of the
software at time t which reflects the user’s acceptance of
the software. In Eq. (3), Patch(t) is the official patch for
the vulnerability at time t.
SVVR of software is presented in Eq. (4).
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Fig.1 (a) RSV of Windows 7 and Mac OS X 10.6, (b) partial
enlarged view.

This section compares the risks associated with two
popular desktop operating systems: Windows 7 and Mac
OS X 10.6 (Mac OS X 10.8). Table 1 shows the average
SVVR of Windows 7 and Mac OS X 10.8 from June
2013 to December 2013, and the SVARs are listed in the
last column of the table. The average SVVR of Windows
7 and Mac OS X 10.8 are 45.41 and 33.14, respectively.
From Table 4, the average SVVR of Windows 7 is higher
than that of Mac OS X 10.8, and the SVAR of the former
is lower than that of the latter, which means the risks
associated with Windows 7 caused by vulnerabilities
change faster than that of Mac OS X10.8, and the change
rate of the former is more stable than that of the latter.
These may be explained by the fact that Windows 7 was
under continued and sustained attacks during a certain
period of time, while Mac OS X 10.8 was under short
term attacks during the same period.
Fig. 1 shows the RSV of both Windows 7 and Mac OS X
10.6 from July 2009 to December 2013. From Fig. 1 (a),
it can be observed that the RSV of Windows 7 is much
higher than that of Mac OS X 10.6. The reasons for this
include Windows 7 having more vulnerabilities without
timely patches than the Mac OS 10.6 after its release and
the market share of Windows 7 is much greater than the
MAC OS 10.6. From Fig. 1 (b) is the partial enlarged
view of Fig. 1 (a), the RSVs of Mac OS 10.6 increase
first, then peak, and then decrease with time.

4 Discussions
A quantitative analysis of vulnerabilities makes it
possible for software users to assess the risks in software
systems more clearly; the more risk caused by
vulnerabilities in a software product, the less secure the
software is. Because the CVSS is only suitable for
analyzing single vulnerability[6], while software systems
always contain multiple vulnerabilities.
The proposed method extends usability of the CVSS by
combing the CVSS base score with market share and
software patches. The reason for considering market
share and software patches is that they are the main
factors in deciding the software risk, since a higher
market share draws more attention from attackers (red or
black), which leads to more newly discovered
vulnerabilities; and software patches form the major
mitigation strategies for vulnerabilities. Furthermore, the
method uses the CVSS base score instead of the number
of vulnerabilities to describe the severity of software risk,
which increases the accuracy of evaluation of software
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risk. The experimental results verify that the use of one
indicator or a combination of indicators gives an accurate
evaluation of software risk caused by vulnerabilities.
Based on the proposed method, the following suggestions
can be made on how to reduce software risk: A) to
strengthen the protection of software with high ASV and
RSV; B) if the software has a high SVVR and SVAR for
some time, which means the software is currently
suffering from frequent attacks, and then it requires more
immediate attention; C) to increase the 0-day patch rate
for software with a high market share.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, a new CVSS-based metric with three
indicators (ASV, RSV, SVVR), is presented to evaluate
software risk. The indicator ASV is the total of the CVSS
base score since the release of the software. RSV is based
on ASV, and it considers the market share and software
patches. SVVR is a variation of the CVSS base score at a
time interval. Experimental results show that the use of
one indicator or a combination of indicators included in
the metrics can accurately evaluate software risk caused
by vulnerabilities. By calculating the three indicators of
the representative software systems such as Windows 7
and Mac OS X 10.8 (10.6), we can obtain the growth rate
of software risk and compare the risk of different
software, thus providing practical security policies to
strengthen the software security. Future work will focus
on the refinement of the metric, making it more suitable
for software risk assessment. It is necessary to analyze
more software in order to test the effectiveness of the
metrics. Visualization of results and automatic risk
assessment tools are also necessary in the future.
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